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**Abstract**
Time delay models for pallet movement operations have been developed and implemented in BRACE. These have resulted in a significant decrease in computation time for simulation.
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BRACE can be run with internally generated aircraft arrival streams. The simulation currently supports six types of aircraft (C-130, C-17, C-5, C-141, B-747, DC-8), each with a different set of definable cargo and fuel requirements. The user can specify any proportion of these six aircraft which will subsequently be chosen by use of a uniform random variable. The inter-arrival times between aircraft can be drawn from either an exponential or triangular distribution with user-specified parameters.

**AIRCRAFT SERVICE SCHEDULE:** Each aircraft simulated in BRACE follows a schedule of activities which require interaction between the various resources provided by the airfield. From the aircraft point of view, every activity during the simulation is analogous to waiting in a queue for an available server and subsequently obtaining service from an airfield resource. The following chart outlines the possible service requirements in the proper sequence.

When an aircraft arrives in the simulation, it enters a first in first out (FIFO) queue which assigns parking spots to aircraft. After being assigned a parking spot, the aircraft requests use of the runway and waits in a FIFO queue until the runway resource becomes available. After the aircraft lands,
it taxis to the assigned parking spot where it will receive service from the airfield resources.

Simulation Results: A simulated pallet movement operation requires the coordination of aircraft, k-loaders, docks, and forklifts which clear pallets from the docks to the cargo yard. Replacing the entire movement operation with the time delay models, developed during the last year, results in a significant decrease in computational time for the simulation. In one test case where each aircraft required five k-loader loads of pallets, a 500 aircraft simulation ran faster by a factor of eight with the time delay function replacing the pallet on-load part of the simulation. The equations developed accurately capture the time delay as seen by an aircraft for loading and fueling service at an airfield.
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